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Dear readers

We are pleased to present the eighth report of the Service Excellence Cockpit. Once again, over 200 service organizations from numerous European countries took part in this year's survey. We would like to
thank all participants and all those who support us regularly. With the data of every single service organization, we are getting better as a service excellence community.
"Service Excellence" is increasingly becoming a common term in the market. Service Excellence Managers are being sought and courses on Service Excellence are being advertised. Even the "marketeers" are
using the term; they are beginning to recognize service as a driver for a positive customer experience.
Needless to say, we are pleased to see the term becoming more prevalent and are also proud to have
contributed to it with our work. It is an expression of the greater strategic importance for customer
management and customer service - as our benchmarking confirms.
The question is, is the service organization as well off strategically as it appears. The answers to the question about the service strategy in our survey puts everything into perspective because only half of all
service organizations have a service strategy. Without a strategy, there is no coordinated plan for how
to achieve the defined business objectives and how to balance added value for the company and the
customers with the costs of the services. The management is flying blind.
The goal of the Service Excellence Cockpit therefore remains to make customer service measurable
and comparable, thus supporting the strategic process and identifying areas of action to continuously
improve the quality and effectiveness in the service organizations. To this end, you will find a very comprehensive set of key performance indicators in this report. It is important that you extract the key strategic
management indicators from your service goals and communicate them within the company and management.
For two years now, the course "Service Excellence Professional" has also been part of our "360° Service
Excellence Ecosystem". In 6 teaching days, we provide interested service, marketing and operations champions with the necessary knowledge and methods to implement excellent service in practice, all enriched
with a great deal of experience exchange.
With these ingredients, we are convinced, you can develop your customer management into what it is in
our world of interchangeable products and services, the decisive competitive advantage for your company! We are pleased to present you in this summary of our report a detailed compilation of the relevant
market data of the service excellence community, but at the same time we would like to point out that
even more and more detailed information is available in the online cockpit.
With excellent regards

Daniel Stiefel and Rémon Elsten
Service Excellence Cockpit
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This study represents general non-binding information. The contents reflect the opinion of the authors at the
time of publication. Although the information has been compiled with the greatest possible care, there is no
claim to factual correctness, completeness and/or up-to-dateness; in particular, this publication cannot take
account of the specific circumstances of individual cases. The use of this information is therefore the responsibility of the reader. Any liability is excluded.
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Service Excellence Cockpit
Megatrends such as globalization, technological progress, the increasing interchangeability of products
and services, and the interconnectivity between these factors mean that almost every company today is
facing ever-increasing competitive pressure. To meet these challenges, it needs clear competitive advantages and differentiation factors compared to today's and tomorrow's competition.
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One of the most important differentiating factors here is customer management and with it a positive
customer experience. Superior customer service and high service quality are essential components for
lasting market success.
In order to continuously monitor and improve the quality of the services offered, key figures, benchmarking and the sustainable implementation of change processes are essential. This is where the "360° Service
Excellence Ecosystem" comes in.
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Figure 1: The 360° Service Excellence Ecosystem

Analyze and Plan: Benchmarking Service Quality in Service Organizations
The service quality perceived by the customer in the interactive dialogue with the company is closely linked
to the competencies of the employees and the successful integration of the communication channels.
The spectrum of communication channels is constantly evolving, and advances in the field of artificial
intelligence (AI) are making control increasingly complex. This dialogue is thus developing into an important competitive criteria that needs to be addressed. For service organizations, the lack of generally
accepted and established benchmarks or key performance indicators (KPIs) is a central challenge.
This makes strategy definition and decision-making much more difficult for customer service management and raises questions such as.
•

Where does your own company stand in comparison to the industry or the overall market?

•

Where does the service organization still have potential and how can it be exploited?

•

How should processes and technologies be designed to lead to greater efficiency and effectiveness?

The Service Excellence Benchmarking addresses these and other questions and is based on a framework
developed with the Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts and other practice partners with the
dimensions: Customers, Efficiency, Quality, Processes & Technology and Employees. The analyses based
on this provide starting points for improvement, concrete recommendations for action and enable the
development and expansion of one's own competitive advantages.
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Through the interactive online tool, the Service Excellence Cockpit, individual evaluations, dynamic simulations, comprehensive comparisons with market and peer data (200+ European service organizations
and 10+ comparison parameters), time comparisons, etc. can be created. The Service Excellence Cockpit
thus represents an effective management tool for planning, steering and controlling service organizations. Thus, we address a broad target group with the Service Excellence Cockpit: Managers of service
organizations, marketing managers, operating officers, controllers and chief financial officers.

Figure 2: The Service Excellence Cockpit as an individual analysis tool

Improve and Promote: Community, hands-on training and education
In addition to being aware of one's own position in the competition and knowing the differences to the
various benchmarks, it is crucial to use the resulting potentials and to implement performance improvements in a sustainable manner.
Change is not always easy, and around 70% of transformations fail (Keller & Price, 2011). It is therefore
all the more important to have a framework with reference points for the successful implementation of
projects in the area of customer management. This is where the "Service Excellence Professional Course"
comes in, which shows practical and individual solutions for project implementation - always against the
background of "customer services as competitive advantages".
For further inspiration and exchange, there are roundtables and community events on relevant and current topics from the Service Excellence Cockpit throughout the year. This offers the opportunity to stay in
regular contact with many renowned companies as well as with academic representatives.
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Summary
1. Facts about the 2021 survey
Data collection in 2021 was again dominated by the global Covid 19 pandemic. Despite difficult conditions, the number of participants was kept constant and thus a meaningful report with well-founded analyses was produced.
Most participants come from the DACH region, but there are also more and more service centers from
other European countries that are interested in the results of our report and therefore decide to participate
in the survey. This is not least due to the still missing, generally accepted and established benchmarks or
KPIs. We are addressing this challenge again this year. The most important key data on this year's field of
participants in the survey can be found in the figure below.

Figure 3: Facts about the 2021 survey
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2. Service strategy
Superior customer management represents an important differentiation factor from the competition and
is an essential component for lasting market success.
Against this background, it is hardly surprising that the strategic perception of the service center reflects
this trend and has risen steadily in recent years, despite a slight decline this year. 76 percent of the service
centers surveyed today attribute a very important or important strategic significance to the service center
within the company.
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Figure 4: Increasing strategic awareness of service centers

This trend will continue in the coming years - with a view to the assessment of the strategic importance
of the service centers in 5 years - although there is also some "optimism" on the part of those responsible,
as the forecast values predicted in 2016 were not achieved.
Furthermore, our data analysis shows that a strategic orientation of the service center has an influence
on business performance and customer experience. A more strategic perception of customer service has
a significant positive correlation with customer satisfaction and Net Promotor Score (NPS), and thus the
quality of customer service provided, in the service centers studied.
But how are strategic goals for service organizations defined and operationalized for implementation?
This year, for the first time, we asked about strategic management tools.
Annual budgeting / planning (costs and
employees)

94%

Annual goal definition

94%

Annual action planning

72%

Regular creation of a service strategy
None

47%
3%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%

Figure 5: Strategic management tools in use
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The vast majority of service organizations are integrated into the annual budgeting and goal-setting process via the company's planning rhythm. However, only 3 out of 4 respondents create an action plan that
enables the strategy to be operationalized, and only half of the respondents regularly create an actual
service strategy.
In turn, half of the respondents develop this strategy annually and about half of them use it as a standalone strategy or as part of their sales strategy.

Strategic KPIs for customer management:
For service excellence to really reach the management, the correct and strategic key figures should also
be measured and reported, with which strategic key figures is a service organization managed? The majority of the participants surveyed measure the classic key figures such as employee and customer satisfaction, as well as the first resolution rate and the service level at the operational level. Less common is
management by ratios per customer. Yet it is precisely these ratios, measured over time, that provide
very good information about the strategic medium- and long-term development of customer management.

Contacts per customer
Employee Satisfaction

Customer Satisfaction

First Contact Resolution
Service Level

Service costs per
customer

Complaints per customer

Percentage of valueadded contacts
Self-Service Rate

Figure 6: Application of strategic management ratios in customer management
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3. Costs
Costs often play a central role in the service center environment. This is evidenced by the fact that hopedfor cost savings are a key reason for the rising outsourcing rates (from 26% in 2015 to 33% this year) of
in-house service centers. Cost ratios show the impact of various measures in the area of efficiency and
effectiveness.
The first of two central ratios in the area of costs is the cost per contact. Of the participants who measure
this ratio, the majority have contact costs between CHF 5 and 15. On the one hand, the costs per contact
reflect the type of business, on the other hand, it is also an indication of how well the company is able to
automate the simple processes with its channel management or to direct them into the self-service channels. In this sense, low costs per contact are not good per se.
In addition to the contacts, the costs per customer (Figure 8) should also be analyzed. Here, however, a
differentiation by customer type is necessary. In the figure below, B2B companies are not included. In the
Online Cockpit, you can set more detailed filters according to your needs.

Figure 7: Costs per contact in CHF
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4. Organization
Service centers often have flat hierarchical levels with simple and transparent organizational structures.
In general, three hierarchy levels are differentiated: Managers, team leaders and employees (agents) supported by supervisors and support units. In the omnichannel environment, having the right number of
employees with the right skills (e.g., voice/writing) is a constant challenge. The majority of respondents
therefore do not separate the organization by channel.

No separation by channel

38%

Permanent hybrid - teams per
communication channel and teams covering
multiple channels

27%

Temporary hybrid - teams are assigned to
other channels as needed

19%

Organization by communication channel all teams separated by channel

16%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Figure 9: Customer service organization to meet omnichannel demands

In our reporting, we go into detail on the factors of employment level, gender distribution, age structure
and management span as well as languages spoken and other requirements for employees.
Over the last few years, the proportion of service organizations that have defined a diversity code has
changed. Although the proportion is still well below half at 44%, the figure has more than doubled since
2014. This is particularly important with regard to gender equality within the hierarchy levels.

Furthermore, it is noticeable that the central requirements for employees in service organizations is a
pronounced service and customer orientation, followed by the combination of language and writing skills.
The importance of language skills is also reflected in the fact that 67% of the workforce speaks at least
two languages, 21% even three or more. Educational qualifications, certificates or similar, on the other
hand, are not a central selection criterion for the majority of the service centers surveyed.
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5. Homeoffice
As was the case last year, the data collection coincides with the Covid-19 pandemic. Accordingly, the
effects of the crisis can be seen at various points in the analysis. The crisis has had a particularly strong
impact in relation to working from home, i.e. from the home office. Here, the proportion of home-based
jobs has tripled compared to the previous year. However, it can be noted that the trend towards the home
office had already started slowly in the years before (before 2020). What are the effects of the home office?
First of all, it can be stated that home office is an influential factor for employee satisfaction, our correlation analyses confirm this. Service organizations can meet the needs of many employees with home office
and position themselves as an attractive employer on the market. On the other hand, it also creates new
challenges, e.g. in the area of culture and team building.
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Figure 10: Proportion of home-based jobs over time

The decisive factor in the figure below is the value of the planned home offices - i.e., what will this share
look like in the near future - as the current value is also influenced by country-specific Corona restrictions
(home office obligation). The planned value is around 56% and has tripled in the Corona year. It will be
exciting to see how the values actually develop in a time after Corona and what experiences the service
organizations have made with the home office concept.
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6. Technology
The digital transformation and the associated consequences do not stop at service organizations. The
question for management is to what extent new technologies are able to support customer management
in order to increase quality and reduce costs. When implementing new technologies, company-specific
requirements and processes must be taken into account so that the operational areas are optimally supported.
The first step is to identify where new technologies can add value. To do this, it is worth taking a look at
the share of channels in the total contact volume. Here we see that the telephone still dominates. Compared to 2015, the share of telephone contacts has decreased by 5% points, but 3 out of 4 customer
contacts are still handled via the telephone.

Figure 11: Share of the most important channels in the total contact volume

Numerous new possibilities are now available in the area of voice communication. Figure 12 gives a detailed overview of the technologies that service organizations have already fully implemented

Figure 12: Technology support for voice communication
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Most commonly, service centers use skill-based routing, recorded greetings, and caller identification. The
use of schedulable callback appointments, so-called "call-me-back solutions", has increased in recent
years. However, it is evident that most service organizations have room for improvement - support such
as speech analysis (e.g., to analyze the emotions of a customer during a conversation) has hardly been
used so far.
In the case of technology support for written communication, it is also apparent that the service organizations surveyed still have some catching up to do. After all, 72% already use suggested text modules at
least partially.

Show relevant text modules

42%

Content analysis for contact routing

30%
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Fully automated response (e.g. e-mail response
system)

17%

Extraction of relevant data 7%

20%
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49%
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Partially implemented

Testing

Deployment planned

No deployment

Figure 13: Technology support for written communication

Finally, let's take a look at cross-channel tools that use artificial intelligence (AI). AI is a promising technology that can be used in a variety of ways in service centers, especially in self-services. The survey shows
that a lot is happening in this area right now; a wide variety of tools have been partially introduced, are in
the pilot phase, or are planned.
Self service applications
Qualification of contacts
Suggestions and recommendations for
customers
Optimization of process steps
Suggestions and recommendations for
employees
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8% 10%

7% 6% 13%
7% 8%
14%
6% 9%

69%

12%
9%

69%

71%
13%

62%

13%

71%
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Figure 14: Use of instruments with AI
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Methodology
Survey method

Online-survey at www.service-excellence-cockpit.org. The
cockpit is available in several languages and, since it is
web-based, is easily accessible via stationary and mobile
devices.

Duration of the survey

January to May 2021

Participants

211 Service Center from Europa

Calculation of the average values

In the case of multi-structured questions, the average
scores are given in addition to the relative scores. These
correspond to a scoring value. For the calculation, the
scoring values 1 to 7 were assigned to each of the seven
expressions, whereby 7 corresponds to the highest expression (e.g. "Very dissatisfied" = 1 to "Very satisfied" = 7).
For the calculation of the average value, the proficiencies
were then weighted with the number of mentions.
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